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2 Agriculture for ME

This Book written especially for the

“Read ME Agriculture”
Volunteer Reading Project

As a special gift 
to participating Pre-Kindergarten to Fourth grade Classrooms

from
Maine Agriculture in the Classroom
www.MaineAgintheClassroom.org
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THANK YOU TO EVERY MAINE DRIVER THAT PROUDLY DISPLAYS THIS PLATE!

Poem by:
Willie Sawyer Grenier

MAITC Executive Director

Many thanks to the “Agriculture for ME” Committee
for pictures and concept design and many edits! 

Cheryl Beyeler – Maine Dairy Promotion Board
Rhonda Cook –Maine Aquaculture Association

Sharon Foss – Maine Assn. of Conservation Districts
Jasmine Jennings – Maine Farm Bureau

Elaine Stedman – Stedy Rise Farm

Other pictures supplied by: The Maine Potato Board, The Wild Blueberry Commission,
UM Cooperative Extension, and the Maine Forest Service.

Agriculture for ME
Made possible by the USDA Agriculture in the Classroom Excellence Grant

And funding from our own Agriculture Specialty License Plate
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You may buy your food
at a grocery store,

but it didn’t start there, 
let me tell you more!

Agriculture is a very big word.
It’s important to all of us, haven’t you heard?
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Food comes from farms on
land and on sea,

And we can also find fiber for
clothes for you and me.

Agriculture for  you!
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All across our state 
there are

farms and fisheries,

that are producing food, 
plants and fiber.

Come with me, you’ll see!
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Let’s start in the southern part of the state.
There are farms that grow apples.

Say, isn’t that great!
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The farms with Llamas,
goats, alpaca and sheep, 

Produce fiber from fleece to 
make  clothes we can keep.
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Maine grows vegetables
for us all to eat,

corn, peas, carrots, and
cucumbers,

Oh what a treat!
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On the coast farms grow shellfish;
mussels, oysters and clams,

On ropes, barges and baskets, 
for great nutrition programs
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And inland we can find farms
with poultry and eggs.

Chickens, turkeys and geese
that all walk on two legs.

Agriculture for  you!



As we move to the middle part of our state, 
we find farms that help to put

ice cream on your plate.
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Most dairy cows are milked
twice each day,

Farmers chop them grass
and mow them hay.
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These farms give us milk and
we make many things.

Low fat yogurt and cheese,
and the calcium they bring.

Agriculture for  you!
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Some cows are for milk and some cows are for meat.
Beef cows in Maine produce steaks you can’t beat.

Agriculture for ME
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Other livestock in Maine
raised on farms

are here too.

Horses, hogs, mules,
elk and deer, to see
as we pass through.
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Plants grown in the greenhouse can
keep growing year round,

Outside most plants can’t grow when
there’s snow on the ground.

Agriculture for ME
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Farms on the ocean raise fish,
that we know.

Halibut, Salmon and Cod,
we have learned how to grow.

Agriculture for  you!
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The fields are all white with the blossoms in Spring,
But in summer they’re blue, just ripe for picking.

In the fall leaves turn red, when the frost hits the ground.
Wild blueberries are the most patriotic berry around.

Fall Spring

Agriculture for ME
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Maine grows more wild blueberries
than any other state,

And we ship them worldwide,
but they’re best on your plate!

Agriculture for  you!

Summer
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Other berries in Maine
are good to eat too!

Some sweet and some tart,
which are favorites for you?

Agriculture for ME

Cranberries
HarvesterRake Blossom
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There are crops grown in Maine
for people and animals too.
Grains, seeds, oils and fruit,

to name just a few.

Agriculture for  you!

Canola

Broccoli

Corn

Wheat Grain
storage bins

Barley

Barley field
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Maine’s forests are one of our  biggest resources.
To preserve them the farmers must make the right choices.

Farms raise Christmas trees, and for wreaths boughs are tied,
Maple trees give sap for syrup through the taps on the side.

Agriculture for ME
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Trees are used to make paper and houses and barns,
Furniture, instruments and the list goes on and on.

Agriculture for  you!
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The biggest Maine County, at the top of our state
Grows most of our potatoes in miles of rows straight.

Potatoes grow under the soil, this is true.
And we eat them baked, mashed or fried, this you knew.

Agriculture for ME
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Some businesses in Maine can make you lots more
chips, fries and tater tots, you can buy at the store.

Agriculture for  you!
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Now that we’ve visited some
farms in our state,

You see where things come from,
to get on your plate.

Agriculture is so important
to you and to me,

If we didn’t have agriculture,
now, where would we be?
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Special Thanks / Professional Credits:

Elaine Stedman
Mainely Made For You / Photography at Stedy Rise Farm

e-mail: lano56@yahoo.com

Cory Courtois
Pages Plus (www.pagesplus.me)

e-mail: pages_plus@roadrunner.com



Aquaculture
Vegetables

Beef
Other

Poultry
Livestock

Apples
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